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Date 13-April-08

Hare Ratty & Redeye

Venue Staffhurst Woods

On On The Royal Oak

Our Hash Reporter (HR) yet again blows the lid on unsavoury practice within SH3.  The venue is a log cabin on a damp corner
of Kenley Airfield.  Two Boxer dogs are draped across a Scandinavian style table, although the quality is highly suspect as
underneath can clearly be seen the words Herrings, product of Denmark.
HR Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed.
Tyler (the younger Boxer) No, thank you for giving me the opportunity to get the truth out after years of silence and mental
abuse.  By the way can I also speak on behalf of my mate Bonny (who rolls an eye at the mention of her name) who has
suffered even more than me but is too exhausted to speak out?
HR Feel free, and spill the beans as much as you want.  So what is the issue that has brought about this interview?
Tyler It’s the lies and deceit of the two humans that look after us, although I often think it is the other way around now that
they have got to the doddery stage of life.
HR Please explain in more detail.
Tyler Well as you know our humans have been involved in this running thing, although in their case mainly walking, for many
years, and from time to time they are asked to put on runs, including today.
HR So what’s wrong with that?
Tyler You just don’t get it do you.  It’s not them that do anything.  It’s us that put in all the hard work (to emphasize the
point he holds one of his paws to the end of his nose).  We sniff out the trail.  We know the best woods, paths, deepest shiggy,
widest streams, and most dangerous roads and railway lines.  It’s us that make it all possible.  All the humans have to do is lay
the flour where we go, which any idiot can do.
HR So why has it taken you so long to speak out?
Tyler Well the final straw was when hashers came up to my humans and said “great run, good use of territory, clever trail, etc
etc”, yet they had done nothing.  I could have forgiven them if they had just given me a big pat or a bowl of dog biscuits
rather than that awful raw fish they give me as if I were next door’s cat.
HR Tell me more.
Tyler Well just look at Bonny.  Completely knackered after years of being taken advantage of.  How would you like being
jerked out of a warm basket early on a Sunday morning be it snowing, raining, bitterly cold, or intolerably hot?  It’s just not
acceptable, and they say a dog is a human’s best friend.  God help their enemies.
HR Just to give me a better understanding tell me how this latest run developed and what you sniffed out.
Tyler Well it was early Saturday evening just after I had had my regular 30 minute ball licking session, when I heard the male
human say “early start tomorrow, got to set that run”.
HR So what did you do?
Tyler What can you do, not much.  Just went into sulky mode.  Bonny dribbled over the Axminster whilst I pee’d over the
potted plant and let out a really evil fart which can clear Dinner Parties at 30 yards, even though we knew this would not stop
them.
HR Anything of interest happen on the way to the run.
Tyler Well, yes actually.  They had a big row about whether the run was in Surrey or not.  She said it wasn’t, he said it was.
In the end he said he did not care, he was going to start it where he wanted.  Something to do with his relatives coming over
to this area in the 7th century for a bit of rape and pillage, and the need to find himself and his culture.  Think he was serious
as he had this plastic helmet and axe in the car boot.
HR Anything else?
Tyler They also had a few harsh words about back checks.  Apparently they had a box of them in the garage but forgot to
bring them.  She thought he had brought them, he thought she had.  The usual misunderstandings, and it showed on the trail.
HR Lets get to the actual run.
Tyler OK. Car park not up to much, but that’s strictly not my department.  Still, sniffed out a great trail through bluebell
woods which you would have thought the pack would have appreciated. Not on your life.  In their endeavour to avoid a little
mud they took to the woods, and bluebells died in their thousands.  Talk about death by a size 10!!
HR The woods sound nice, but anything more to report.
Tyler I have to admit to a slight change of plan.  Originally I was going to stay in the woods to keep the run short.  However
just by fields a rabbit broke cover and before I knew it I was across them and on to tarmac.  Then it was back into more
fields, followed by a nice deep stream with no bridge.  I love such situations as all the humans get wet feet, while I roll around
in the muddy water and then give myself a good shake over them.
HR Was that the end of the run?
Tyler No way.  Next over a railway line, although regrettably not much risk with a reduced Sunday service, and then back into
the woods and mud for a long run in via a nice big pond, where I was able to disturb all the local wild life.
HR So were you satisfied with your efforts?
Tyler Even though the humans took credit as usual I think my sniffing was as good as its likely to get.   (cont p94)
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1724 27-Apr Dr. Death

1725 04-May J Arthur

1726 11-May T-Total Park Gate

1727 18-May Puffer and Bumble Peaslake?

Run 1723 - AGM !! Bun-Fight

Date 20-Apr-08

Hare FRB (only!)

Venue Mugswell

On On Kingswood Village club

SSA/OS TQ 265 548

Scribe Whoops I forgot!
Directions

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org                               for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

(a) RECOMMENDED! Kingswood Village Club 10.45 (A217
north of M25 J8, after the petrol station), share as few cars as
possible. Continue north on A217 to next roundabout, Right into
Chipstead Lane, Right in due course into Monkswell Lane, Left
into Rectory Lane. Park on green.

(b) For individualists: first roundabout on A217, Right into
BabylonLane, Left into High Road, Left into Fair Lane. Park on
green.

After the Circle, all follow (b) in reverse to reach club.

A message from TheAncient Mariner
I would just like to say thanks to  the lovely lovely Hashers for all
their good wishes and kind regards.
I did not realise I had so many friends and the resolve and
determination to beat this disgusting disease has been made all
the more easier knowing that you are all rooting for me. It turns
out that I have a rare cancer of the bile duct and chemo starts in
a few weeks.
 The answers to the two most important questions are:
Yes, I am allowed alcohol (good I’ll be round for a whisky - teq),
and .. I should get some sailing in this year!

OnOn “The Ancient Mariner”

Round The Harbours Sponsored Charity Bike Ride                                                                                
For the British Heart Foundation (I personally just chuck
£50 quid in - can’t stand sponsorship - teq) BUT the ride is
brill! We are starting from Hayling Island/Havant, stopping
in “a number of pubs” and ending back at  Lo-Profile and
First-On’s caravan for a B-B-Q - about 30 miles.

Also a little bonus when it poured with rain while the pack were out.  It was
lovely to see Hashers turning blue before slowly returning to pink.  At that
moment I thought, dogs 1, humans nil.
HR So all in all a good result.
Tyler Yes, very pleased with my performance, although it would have been nice
if the human in charge, you know the one who looks like a mad professor, had
acknowledged it.  Fortunately a little lad visiting with his Mum from the West
Country, think his name was Robo, gave me a little pat, so all was not lost.
Talking of which the usual suspects came in late not happy, blaming their
situation on a complete Tosser.  No idea what they were on about.
HR Thanks for your time and honestly.  ON ON.
Tyler Woof, Woof.

cont... Q. What do you call a chav in a filing cabinet?

A. Sorted.

 Q. What is said to a chav in a suit

A. "Will the defendant please rise"

Q. Why did the chav cross the road?

A. To start a fight with a complete stranger for no reason what
so ever.


